Monitoring reactive intermediates can provide vital information in the study of synthetic reaction mechanisms, enabling the design of new catalysts and methods. Many synthetic transformations are centred on the alteration of oxidation states, but these redox processes frequently pass through intermediates with short life-times, making their study challenging. A variety of electroanalytical tools can be utilised to investigate these redox-active intermediates: from voltammetry to in situ spectroelectrochemistry and scanning electrochemical microscopy. This perspective provides an overview of these tools, with examples of both electrochemically-initiated processes and monitoring redox-active intermediates formed chemically in solution. The article is designed to introduce synthetic organic and organometallic chemists to electroanalytical techniques and their use in probing key mechanistic questions.
Introduction
The manipulation of oxidation states in organic molecules is pivotal to the conversion of functional groups and the synthesis of new structural motifs. Furthermore, the ability to access various oxidation states of organometallic complexes enables catalysis to construct new bonds. Thus, the addition or removal of an electron (or electrons) from an organic or organometallic molecule is frequently a key step in such processes. However, the charged or radical species formed by an electron-transfer reaction is oen highly reactive and has a short half-life in solution, 1 which makes these intermediates difficult to study and characterise.
In recent years, the expansion of photoredox 2 and electrochemical 3 organic reaction methodologies has led to an impressive growth in synthetic processes involving electron transfer. This proliferation is in part due to the ability to tune the thermodynamics and/or kinetics of the electron transferchemoselectively forming reactive intermediates via careful manipulation of oxidation states of specic functional groups at rates commensurate with keeping radicals at low concentrations. The ability to understand how to ne-tune the reactivity and concentration is clearly related to knowledge of the feasibility and kinetics of the electron-transfer event. The development and application of techniques to interrogate such phenomena is at the heart of achieving high yields and selectivities in redox driven transformations.
As such, electroanalytical methods provide wide-ranging opportunities to gain knowledge of fundamental interactions, lifetimes, and reactivities underpinning redox processes. 4 However, these tools have not been widely adopted by the organic synthetic community, generally remaining as methods in the domain of physical and analytical chemists. This perspective aims to summarise the key techniques for an audience of synthetic chemists, suggesting methods to obtain valuable answers to mechanistic questions. Information summarised herein will exemplify electrochemistry as a tool to identify speciation, equilibria and binding, oxidation states of metals, catalytic turnover, and kinetics. Knowledge of how these factors affect a mechanism will allow greater understanding of organic and organometallic processes, and aid in the development of new synthetic methodologies.
The case studies selected throughout this review are aimed at highlighting singular modern mechanistic studies for each technique. We would encourage the interested reader to access more detailed reviews on each method referenced throughout and summarised in the conclusion for a thorough theoretical and mathematical background to the experiment. Additionally, the reader should note that this review is not designed as a hands-on guide to the techniques and will not discuss experimental details set-up, rather concentrating on the mechanistic information garnered by various methods.
Cyclic voltammetry

Introduction, reduction potentials and diagnostic analysis
A commonly applied electroanalytical tool is cyclic voltammetry (CV).
5 Cyclic voltammetry uses a triangular potential waveform (Fig. 1a) -initially the potential is scanned linearly over time, resulting in a chemical species undergoing oxidation or reduction at the electrode surface when the potential reach a sufficiently negative/positive potential, yielding an electrical current. This current is measured during the potential scan to quantify the amount of a chemical species which is undergoing a redox process per unit time. For an oxidation reaction, as the electrode potential is scanned in a positive direction, oxidation of the redox-active species occurs at the electrode surface, resulting in the observation of an oxidative (or anodic) current starting at the onset potential of the redox event (where the background-subtracted current becomes non-zero). As the potential continues to rise through the half-wave potential (E 1/2 ) of the redox-active species, oxidation becomes more thermodynamically favourable and the current continues to increase, until the oxidation process eventually becomes limited by diffusion of species to the electrode surface, resulting in a diffusional tail characterised by a drop in the current (Fig. 1b) . The potential sweep of the electrode is then reversed and scanned in the opposite direction until the initial potential is reached. For a chemically reversible electron-transfer process (denoted an E mechanism), the reduction of the electrochemically generated species results in a cathodic (reductive) current, leading to the voltammogram displayed in Fig. 1b . By varying the rate at which the potential is scanned (n, the scan rate) and monitoring the differences in the current response, valuable kinetic parameters can be obtained (see below for more detail). For a redox process with fast electron-transfer kinetics, the concentration of the oxidized and reduced halves of the redox couple are related to the electrode potential, E, by the Nernst eqn (1), 4a ,5b
where E 0 0 is the formal (thermodynamic) reduction potential, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, n is the number of electrons transferred in the redox event, F is Faraday's constant, and [Ox] and [Red] are the interfacial concentrations of the oxidised and reduced species respectively (assuming activity coefficients of unity for all species). During the potential scan of CV, the concentrations of redox-active species at the electrode interface change over time by undergoing electron transfer to attain the equilibrium position as dened by the Nernst equation, which results in the observed change in current response.
For an electrochemically reversible process, E 1/2 is measured as halfway between the anodic and cathodic peak potentials, and is approximately equal to E 0 0 . Additionally, the separation of the two peak potentials for a reversible redox event with fast electron-transfer kinetics is equal to $60/n mV at room temperature, where n is the number of electrons transferred in the redox event.
4a A peak separation signicantly greater than this value is an indication that the electron-transfer kinetics are slow on the time scale of the potential sweep, which is favored at fast CV scan rates. Accordingly, the variation in peak separation upon changing the CV scan rate can be used to quantify the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant between the electrode and redox-active species.
5a
Cyclic voltammetry can be used as a rapid way to assess the ability of a molecule to undergo electron transfer. The thermodynamic driving force needed to generate different redox species can be compared, enabling selection of a suitable catalyst, 6 mediator, 7 sensitizer, 8 or terminal reductant/oxidant.
9
However, when comparing E 1/2 values, care should be taken if the measurements were conducted under different conditionsmeasured against a different reference electrode, or in a different solvent or electrolyte, the E 1/2 observed will vary. Many organic compounds undergo chemically irreversible electron transfer, forming a highly reactive charged or radical species with a short half-life. These compounds may be unstable on the CV timescale, reacting in a homogenous chemical reaction with other substrates, intermediates, solvent, oxygen or water. The subsequent chemical step (denoted C in an EC mechanism) results in the loss of product electrogenerated on the forward scan, resulting in a decrease in the magnitude of the peak current on the reverse sweep. The shape of the voltammogram for an EC reaction with two different rates of the chemical step is shown in Fig. 1c . Importantly, the shape of the CV response can provide information on the stability and lifetime of the intermediate -if a CV response appears irreversible with no peak observed on the reverse scan in the absence of substrate, then the species will likely not be a good catalyst or mediator since it may decompose before the desired transformation can occur.
Quantitative data on the kinetics of the chemical step can also be obtained by measuring the voltammetric shape as (E mechanism) , and (c) a chemically irreversible electron transfer in which the redox event is followed by a chemical reaction (EC mechanism). Two lines in (c) represent different rates of the following chemical reaction, where the dashed grey line has a rate constant of 0.1 s À1 and the solid red line a rate constant of 10 s À1 (with E p/2 labelled for the latter). Arrows in figures demonstrate the direction of the scan, positive current represents oxidation.
a function of the scan rate, with the voltammogram appearing more reversible at higher scan rates (see Section 2.5). The characteristic half-peak potential (E p/2 ) for an EC reaction is a function of the rate constant of the chemical reaction following the initial electron-transfer step, and thus generally cannot be employed to approximate E 0 0 , as in the case of using E 1/2 values for chemically reversible electron-transfer reactions. Nevertheless, E p/2 can be used as a predictive tool for comparing relative thermodynamic redox potentials, with reference to the data tabulated by Nicewicz and co-workers. 10 
Speciation and consecutive redox events
With multiple redox-active species in solution, the CV waveshape can become complicated and more difficult to qualitatively analyse. Nevertheless, CV responses obtained with differing relative concentrations of species can provide a rapid method to investigate speciation or ligand exchange in solution by monitoring for an increase/decrease in relative currents of known redox couples.
11 Additionally, multiple peaks in the CV response can also arise when the same redox-active species is able to undergo sequential electron transfer events, as in EE mechanisms. When observing multiple peaks, it is important to consider both of these scenarios.
Case study 1: determining speciation in a CV. Gansäuer and co-workers utilised CV to enhance the concentration of the active catalyst for a titanocene(III)-catalysed radical arylation of an intramolecular epoxide (Fig. 2) by the hydrogen-bond donor motif. This change in speciation was most pronounced between 0 and 1 equivalent of 3, indicating the optimum reaction stoichiometry of titanium : 3 of 1 : 1. It is also of note that the presence of the thiourea shis the reduction peak to a more positive potential, indicating the equilibrium formation of an adduct (see Section 2.3 for more information on equilibria in CV responses). Case study 2: ECE mechanisms. Further to the identication of multiple species, CV can also be used to identify consecutive redox features of the same substrate. In work by Waldvogel and co-workers, 13 the oxidation of anilides was determined to occur through two consecutive electron-transfer processes separated by a chemical deprotonation (denoted as an ECE mechanism), rst oxidation and deprotonation to the amidyl radical and then further oxidation to the corresponding cation (Fig. 3) . For the para-methylphenyl substrate 4, the CV response displays two distinct irreversible oxidation peaks separated by 240 mV (the irreversibility of the CV response is consistent with a chemical deprotonation following the electron transfer).
In contrast, only one irreversible oxidation is observed for the para-methoxyphenyl substrate 5. In this case, the redox potential is less positive than for substrate 4 since the mesomerically electron-donating methoxy group increases the electron density located on the aromatic ring and nitrogen lone pair. Furthermore, since the amino cation obtained from substrate 5 is stabilised by conjugation, and the second oxidation occurs at a potential either equal to or less positive than the rst oxidation. Consequently, only one 2e anodic peak is observed in the CV of compound 5. Knowledge of how to access the radical and/or cationic intermediates could then be utilised by the authors for differentiated reactivity.
Equilibria and binding
Cyclic voltammetry can be a powerful tool to observe equilibria in solution. The addition of additives or impact of a following chemical reaction can result in the change in position of an electron transfer equilibrium, thereby shiing the observed potentials of redox events. Knowledge of these factors can allow manipulation of the thermodynamics of reactions.
Case study 3: identifying the effect of additives on the thermodynamics of electron transfer. In extreme cases, binding can be used to change the thermodynamics of a reaction from endergonic to exergonic -for example, the coordination of Nd(OTf) 3 to a ketone was found by Zeitler and co-workers to shi the reduction potential of the ketone by over 250 mV (Fig. 4) .
14 This shi is consistent with the Lewis acidic neodymium binding to the ketone, which lowers the LUMO and facilitates reduction to the ketyl radical anion. Furthermore, the authors observed that the addition of water to the solvent mixture also lowers the redox potential of the ketone. In combination, using water and Nd(OTf) 3 shied the potential by 450 mV, making reduction by the photoexcited state of Ir(ppy) 3 (E 1/2 ¼ À1.73 V) signicantly more exergonic to enhance subsequent reactivity.
Case study 4: determining the stoichiometry of binding from peak potentials. The peak potentials of a given redox event shi according to the position of the equilibrium (a Nernstian dependence, according to eqn (1) 16 The intramolecular anodic coupling of an amine with a dithioketene acetal at rst appears challenging, since the amine functional group in the product (E p/2 ¼ +0.89 V) has a lower redox potential than the isolated dithioketene motif that needs to be oxidised (E p/2 ¼ +1.06 V), suggesting that overoxidation would occur (Scheme 1). However, rapid cyclisation of the nucleophilic amine depletes the equilibrium of the oxidised species through chemical step C. Shiing the equilibrium in this manner changes the redox potential. Indeed, when the redox potential of the substrate was measured by CV, the E p/2 was found to be only +0.60 V, 460 mV lower than the redox potential of the isolated dithioketene (E p/2 ¼ +1.06 V, measured in the absence of the amine, such that the cyclisation does not occur and the equilibrium is not perturbed). Since the potential of the substrate (E p/2 ¼ +0.60 V) is below that of the product (E p/2 ¼ +0.89 V), the authors determined that the process occurs without overoxidation, and the product was obtained in 84% yield.
Catalytic currents
The occurrence of catalysis is another important mechanistic feature, which can be easily observed by CV.
4d,f,5a,17 In a catalytic electron-transfer mechanism, reduction/oxidation creates a species that undergoes a chemical step, resulting in the regeneration of the initial redox species capable of further electron transfer (mechanism denoted as EC 0 , where prime indicates nomenclature means that the initial species is regenerated by the chemical step C). This results in an overall irreversible redox reaction, with the peak on the reverse scan diminished to an extent determined by the kinetics of the chemical step. Additionally, since the catalytical species is regenerated near the electrode interface, the current of the CV response in the forward direction increases (although, it is important to note that this is not the only factor which can cause an increase in current 18 ), and the onset potential becomes lower in magnitude. As the concentration of the substrate increases, catalytic turnover becomes more rapid, leading to a sequential increase in the current of the CV response in the forward direction. At sufficiently high concentrations of substrate, the CV response in the presence of catalysis can appear as a plateau, instead of a peak followed by a diffusional tail (Fig. 6 ). The plateau height (i cat ) depends on the concentrations of the catalyst and substrate, and this waveshape occurs when the current is limited by the rate of the chemical (catalytic) step.
5a Furthermore, the peak-shaped response returns as the scan rate is increased and the rate of catalyst diffusion to the electrode exceeds the rate of its regeneration and dominates the voltammetric response.
Case study 6: how a catalytic waveform can inform mechanism. Example CV responses of an EC 0 mechanism 19 are shown in Fig. 7a , reported by the groups of Minteer and Sigman. 20 It was found that the ligated Co(II)/Co(I) displays a chemically reversible CV response (E mechanism) in the absence of substrate at a scan rate of 100 mV s À1 (dashed line). However, sequential additions of benzyl bromide lead increasing catalytic currents as a function of [BnBr] . This is consistent with oxidative addition of Co(I) to BnBr forming a benzyl radical, simultaneously regenerating Co(II) that is reduced at the cathode. Case study 7: identifying active catalysts. The observation of a catalytic current can allow key mechanistic details to be analysed. For example, the groups of Du Bois, Waymouth, Sigman and Zare used CV studies to elucidate which ruthenium oxidation states can catalyse C-H oxidation of aliphatic substrates. 21 Multiple reversible oxidation couples were observed for the different catalyst oxidation states (Fig. 7b ). When the substrate was added to the mixture, a current increase was observed for the peaks at 1.20 and 1.35 V, corresponding to the Ru(IV)/Ru(V) and Ru(V)/Ru(VI) couples, respectively. This increase in current is indicative of the oxidised ruthenium complex being catalytically active in the oxidation of the substrate. Since the increase in current is most pronounced for the Ru(V)/Ru(VI) redox couple, this suggests that Ru(VI) is the most catalytically active oxidation state. However, the increase in current for the Ru(IV)/Ru(V) couple is comparatively small and could be the result of the start of the increase in current from the following Ru(V)/Ru(VI) couple, and so further experiments were required to verify the catalytic activity of Ru(V).
The use of CV to measure coupled chemical reactions allows determination of potential catalysts, as well as rapid screening for substrates with which they can react.
22 Whilst this technique is used in the screening of homogeneous electrocatalysts, its modern incorporation into other synthetic elds remains limited. For example, in the eld of photoredox catalysis, Knowles and co-workers identied that a perester substrate can be reduced by an Ir(II) photocatalytic intermediate. 23 Given the ease of this technique, we envision its wider incorporation in these areas in the near future.
Kinetic measurements
Cyclic voltammetry is an important technique in determining reaction kinetics -rate constants of following chemical steps can be determined through measuring changes in peak currents and/or peak potentials. In catalytic mechanisms, these kinetic measurements allow comparisons to be made between different catalysts (e.g., comparison of turnover numbers and frequencies), enabling optimisation of reaction outcomes. Additionally, experimentally determined rate constants can be compared with simulations of CV responses (see Section 9) to conrm reaction mechanisms.
Case study 8: determining rate constants of following chemical steps with peak currents (EC mechanisms). Changing the scan rate of the sweep enables control of the duration of the voltammogram, and can be compared against reactivity. For example, the groups of Minteer and Sigman determined the rate constant for the disproportionation of a range of ligated Co(I) complexes (Fig. 8) .
20 According to the Randles-Sevcik equation at room temperature (2),
the peak currents (i p ) in an electrochemically reversible CV response are directly proportional to the bulk concentration of the species (C) undergoing electron transfer. For a chemically reversible reductive electron transfer, the concentration of the reduced species at the electrode aer the forward scan is equal to the initial concentration of the species being reduced before the CV. In this case, the ratio of the peak anodic and cathodic currents (i pa /i pc ) is theoretically equal to one (assuming the two redox-active species have the same diffusion coefficient). Since it is not always straightforward to precisely dene the peak current on the reverse scan due to the decaying baseline cathodic current, 4a,5a the measured i pa /i pc ratio is oen not exactly one, but it is important that for a chemically reversible species the value of this ratio is independent of scan rate.
In contrast, for a cathodic EC mechanism, the chemical transformation depletes the concentration of the reduced species, and therefore results in a decrease in the peak anodic current (i pa ) when compared to an E mechanism, resulting in a concomitant reduction in the i pa /i pc ratio. 25 Changing the scan rate of the CV alters the time taken between the peak cathodic and peak anodic potentials: decreasing the scan rate allows more time for the chemical reaction, resulting in a decreased concentration of Co(I) for the return sweep. This results in greater irreversibility in the CV response and a decrease in the i pa /i pc ratio (Fig. 8b) . Plotting the concentration of reduced cobalt remaining aer a given time according to second order kinetics thereby allows determination of the rate constant of the disproportionation (Fig. 8c) . The authors were able to use this method to calculate the disproportionation rate constants for a range of Co(I) complexes ligated by N,N-bidentate ligands, and used these data to identify possible mechanisms of disproportionation.
26
In the domain of catalysis (cf., Fig. 6 ), the order of each reaction component and rate constants can also be obtained by comparison of the catalytic current (i cat ) with the peak current in the absence of substrate (i p ).
4d Kinetic studies of catalysis through electroanalytical techniques have become standard practice in the inorganic community.
27
Case study 9: determining catalytic rate constants (EC 0 mechanisms). Within organic catalysis, Badalyan and Stahl studied the cooperative catalytic effect of copper and TEMPO on the oxidation of primary alcohols by a number of CV techniques. 28 First, changing the concentration of the copper catalyst, (bpy)Cu, the rate was found to exhibit a rst-order dependence on the catalytic current (Fig. 9) . Similarly, a halforder dependence on the alcohol substrate was observed. With this knowledge in hand, adopting a kinetic framework formulated by Costentin and Savéant, 29 the ratio of i cat /i p is dependent on the scan rate (n) according to eqn (3),
where k obs is the observed rate constant. Accordingly, the authors determined the rate of the oxidation, demonstrating a 5-fold increase in k obs in the presence of copper due to cooperation of the two catalysts.
Since the determination of the order of a reaction with respect to a given substrate in this manner allows identication of the rate-limiting step in catalysis, 31 these techniques enable the postulation of reaction mechanisms. Recently, Costentin and Savéant developed a rigorous technique to study the benchmarking and optimisation of molecular catalysts by examining thermodynamic and/or kinetic correlations between properties such as turnover frequency and overpotential. 32 The authors illustrated their analysis with an oxygen reduction reaction (ORR, see also Section 5.2), 33 but the same techniques can be readily applied for organic transformations.
In addition to quantitative kinetic measurements determined using currents from CV experiments, shis in potential of a CV response at differing scan rates also allow determination of the relative concentrations of redox-active species, which thereby facilitates calculation of rate constants, as well as mechanistic paths for reactions involving multiple electron transfer and chemical steps. 34 The case study below exemplies this in the scenario of an EC mechanism, but the same process can be applied to determine kinetic measurements of catalytic (EC 0 ) reactions under specic experimental conditions (the 'total' catalysis regime).
5a,27c
Case study 10: determining rate constants of following chemical steps with peak potentials (EC mechanisms). In a study of proton-coupled electron transfer, Costentin et al. measured the rate constant for oxidative addition of chloroacetonitrile to cobalt(I) tetraphenylporphyrin. 35 Given that cobalt is rst reduced from the Co(II) state, oxidative addition depletes the concentration of Co(I) and shis the equilibrium of the reversible reduction (an EC mechanism). In a similar manner to that discussed in Section 2.3, the peak potential has a dependence on the shi of the equilibrium of the two redoxactive species. By increasing the concentration of the chloroacetonitrile 6, an anodic (to a less negative potential) shi is observed (Fig. 10) . Plotting the peak potential against the base-10 logarithm of the concentration, the slope is consistent with a pseudo-rst order reaction, and the intercept allows determination of the corresponding rate constant. 
Pulsed voltammetric techniques
Introduction to pulsed voltammetry
Pulsed voltammetric techniques provide a unique alternative to sweep voltammetry methods (such as CV and linear sweep voltammetry).
37 The primary benet to pulsed techniques, such as normal pulsed voltammetry (NPV) and square wave voltammetry (SWV), is the high sensitivity that they afford in terms of both potential and current. This enables the detection of electroactive species at very low concentrations (as low as 10 À7 M), and facilitates the resolution of overlapping redox features of multiple electroactive species (typically, any redox peaks separated by >50 mV can be resolved). 38 For these reasons, NPV and SWV have most commonly been applied in the area of electrochemical sensing; however, there are examples of SWV being used to study homogeneous reaction mechanisms as well as recent work quantifying the distribution of organometallic ligation states.
20,39
In any electrochemical measurement, the current observed upon polarisation of an electrode (e.g., as a potential is applied during CV) is a composite of two factors: (a) the faradaic current, which reports the rate of consumption of an electroactive species at the electrode, and (b) capacitive (non-faradaic) current, which is caused by reorganisation of supporting electrolyte at the electrode-solvent interface and charging of the electric double layer. While faradaic current typically persists on the order of seconds, capacitive current decays completely within a few milliseconds (it should be noted that this time can increase with high-surface area electrodes). Pulse voltammetry methods employ a staircase-shaped waveform (Fig. 11a) , in which an initial base applied potential (the reverse pulse) is alternated with pulses of higher applied potential (the forward pulse), and the net current is the difference between currents sampled during the forward and reverse pulse. In this way, the capacitive current can be removed to allow measurement of the desired faradaic current, which results from electron transfer at the electrodes. This net current results in a single uniform peak centred around the midpoint potential of the electroactive species (Fig. 11b) , which allows direct measurement of the reduction potential (E 1/2 ) of the species.
The two most commonly applied pulse voltammetry techniques, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and SWV, differ primarily in the duration of the forward pulse relative to the reverse pulse. While SWV is a specialised form of DPV, standard DPV experiments employ a short forward pulse relative to the backward pulse (typically, the forward pulse is $1% of the duration of the reverse pulse) to exhaust capacitive current and undesired redox processes. In contrast, SWV employs forward and reverse pulses of equal duration so that the overall time per waveform is dramatically decreased. The cumulative result is that DPV is limited to substantially slower sweep rates ($10 mV s À1 ) than SWV (upper limit $1 V s À1 ). Consequently, SWV is highly preferable when studying short-lived electrochemically generated species. It should be noted that whilst SWV can be a valuable tool for studying mechanistic aspects of electrochemically-coupled chemical reactions, it oen requires the ability to simulate voltammograms to quantify more nuanced kinetic parameters (see Section 9). Nevertheless, some general trends have been ascertained -specically, the width of a SWV peak at half-height (W 1/2 ) for a reversible redox couple should be 100 mV for a reversible one-electron-transfer process.
40 This can be particularly useful in identifying the number of electrons transferred in overlapping SWV peaks.
3.2 Examples of square wave voltammetry for investigating speciation and organic mechanisms Case study 11: identifying consecutive redox events with SWV. In order to ascertain the possible mechanism in their electrochemical Birch reduction, the groups of Baran, Minteer, Anderson and Neurock utilised SWV to resolve two reduction events (Fig. 12) . 41 At rst, when the SWV of the reduction of naphthalene in the presence of LiBr and dimethylurea was measured with a pulse frequency of 10 Hz, one reduction peak was observed at À3.2 V. However, the observed value for the width of the SWV peak at half-height (W 1/2 ) was substantially greater than the theoretical value of 100 mV for the transfer of only one electron. Combined with experimental data demonstrating the electrochemical reversibility of naphthalene reduction at sufficiently fast scan rates, this data suggested the presence of multiple overlapping electron transfers. Further CV analysis investigating the reversibility of the redox species under different potential windows 41 indicated the possibility of an intervening chemical step [a sequential electron transfer, chemical protonation, electron transfer (ECE) mechanism], which would cause the kinetics of the second electron transfer to be dependent on the rate of the intervening protonation. When the SWV experiment was performed with a higher frequency of 100 Hz, the peak potentials in the SWV are shied cathodically (to a more negative potential) due to slow electrontransfer kinetics under the shorter timescale of the experiment. However, the second reduction displays a larger cathodic shi because it is dependent on the speed of the intervening chemical reaction. By scanning at higher frequencies in this manner, SWV can be used to resolve otherwise overlapping redox peaks.
Another method for resolving overlapping SWV peaks involves peak tting of their component curves. The symmetric nature of SWV peaks enables composite curves to be tted to the sum of two independent Gaussian curves, facilitating the measurement of relative concentrations of electroactive species, and thereby proving useful for monitoring the progress of organic reactions.
Case study 12: measuring reaction conversion by tting SWV curves. In a study by Compton and co-workers (Fig. 13) , SWV was used to monitor a halogen exchange reaction of 2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene (2,4-DNCB) in the preparation of 2,4-dinitrouorobenzene (2,4-DNFB), 42 a reagent used to label N-terminal amino acid groups of polypeptide chains. Since the reactants and products are structurally similar, monitoring this reaction by TLC proved impractical. Both 2,4-DNCB and 2,4-DNFB can be electrochemically reduced and exhibit reversible redox waves with midpoint potentials at À0.51 V and À0.56 V, respectively. The similarity of redox potentials and the asymmetric nature of sweep voltammetry makes peak tting of their overlapping CV signals impractical for a reaction mixture; however, SWVs of reversible redox species generally result in symmetric peaks that can be readily t to a Gaussian curve. Using two Gaussian ts to resolve distinct SWV peaks in aliquots from the halogen exchange reaction, absolute concentrations of each reaction component were conveniently determined at regular time intervals, enabling analysis of the conversion of the reaction as a function of time.
Spectroelectrochemistry
Real-time information on reaction intermediates and product formation in complicated chemical systems can be obtained by Fig. 11 (a) Staircase-shaped waveform of a SWV experiment. (b) "Bellshaped" curve that results from the signal of a chemically reversible redox couple of an electroactive species in a SWV experiment (cf., representative CV response in Fig. 1b) . Red arrow in (b) demonstrates the direction of the scan, positive current represents oxidation. the combination of spectroscopy and electrochemistry, referred to as spectroelectrochemistry (SEC).
43 Since spectroscopic techniques can be applied in situ within the electrochemical cell, SEC allows simultaneous acquisition of both spectroscopic and electrochemical information. SEC encompasses a wide range of spectroscopic techniques, from NMR and mass spectrometry to IR and UV-Vis, 44 enabling direct identication of species in solution. In the case of the most widely utilised IR and UV-Vis techniques, a key component of the SEC set-up is the requirement for an optically transparent electrode -oen composed of a metal mesh, honeycomb, or transparent oxide electrode -to allow light of the desired wavelength to pass through the cell.
45
Alternatively, with appropriate instrumentation, SEC can operate in reectance mode.
46 Additionally, it should be noted that consideration of the time-scale is necessary when conducting SEC. Depending on the technique and the analyte, it may be necessary to hold a potential for seconds to minutes in order to build up sufficient concentration in the diffusion layer to be spectroscopically detectable, a major hindrance in the examination of short-lived species. Alternatively, adsorption techniques that can probe processes at the femtosecond time-scale are available, with more intensive experimental set-up required.
47
Case study 13: identifying intermediates by UV-Vis spectroelectrochemistry. As an example of the utility of SEC, Nocera and co-workers utilised UV-Vis spectroscopy to validate the presence of a mixed-valent Ni(I/II) dimer (7) as an off-cycle reaction intermediate in a nickel-catalysed cross-coupling (Fig. 14) . 48 Dimer 7 was independently synthesised and found to match the UV-Vis absorption prole of the reaction mixture from in situ SEC, providing direct evidence of this species in solution. By the identication of the off-cycle dimer 7, the authors were able to provide a revised mechanism in which the iridium photocatalyst initiates a self-sustaining Ni(I)/Ni(III) cycle. Additionally, the authors were able to identify conditions which help to reduce the formation of other off-cycle Ni(II) species, leading to a 15-fold increase in the quantum yield for the photochemical etherication of aryl halides, a reaction originally reported by MacMillan and co-workers. 49 Case study 14: identifying intermediates by EPR spectroelectrochemistry. As another example of the application of SEC to investigate organic mechanisms, EPR spectroelectrochemistry was used by Mo and co-workers to determine the existence of radical intermediates in an electrochemical Sandmeyer reaction (Fig. 15) . 50 It was found that reduction of aryl diazonium 8 forms an aryl radical 9, which can be trapped by spin-trap 11 to form stable, EPR detectable radical 12. Conveniently, the time evolution of the EPR signal can be measured during the electrochemical reaction -demonstrating rapid formation of the intermediate radical 9, trapping by 11 and competitive bromination of the radical in the presence of N-bromosuccinimide (NBS).
Mass spectrometry also provides a valuable tool to determine intermediates and products. Coupling an electrochemical ow cell to an on-line mass spectrometer has been used widely to determine intermediates and products present in solution following a redox reaction, including in studies of possible metabolic oxidation pathways.
51 Alternatively, gaseous or volatile components can be measured by Differential Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (DEMS) techniques, which have the added capability of directly monitoring rates of product formation.
52 Whilst these mass spectrometry techniques have been primarily utilised in the domain of fuel cells and electrolysis, their future prospects for investigating organic mechanisms are exemplied by a report from the groups of Zare and Chen in which the radical cation of N,N-dimethylaniline was detected, an intermediate with a half-life on the order of a microsecond. 
Rotating disk and ring-disk electrodes
Rotating disk electrodes
Rotating disk electrode (RDE) based techniques are powerful tools for investigating a wide range of chemical processes.
54 The concept of RDE is predicated on rotating a planar electrode to create a centrifugal force on a thin layer of solution at the electrode interface. The solution that is forced out laterally from the electrode surface is continuously replaced by bulk solution, creating a constant ux of analyte to the electrode. The constant ux results in a steady-state voltammogram that oen provides a simpler and more quantitative analysis of the kinetics of electrochemical mechanisms, in comparison with other techniques, such as cyclic voltammetry at a stationary electrode. The steady-state voltammogram that results with an RDE has a limiting current (i lim ), which is also observed at microelectrodes (see the waveform in Fig. 18c) .
Experiments with an RDE typically use linear sweep voltammetry (LSV): starting at a potential at which no faradaic reaction is occurring, the voltage is then swept over the potential range up to at least 250 mV past the redox potential. Slow sweep rates such as 5 or 10 mV s À1 are oen used to ensure steady-state conditions and to reduce capacitive currents (cf., Section 3.1). According to the Levich eqn (4),
the limiting current (i lim in amperes) at an RDE is proportional to the square root of the rotation rate (u in rad s À1 ), and is also related to the number of electrons transferred in the electrochemical process (n), as well as the diffusion coefficient of the redox-active species (D in cm 2 s
À1
). By comparison with eqn (2) for the peak current of a CV with a macroelectrode, RDE is a useful tool for the measurement of both n and D when combined with CV studies. Plotting the limiting current as a function of the rotation rate at an RDE, alongside plotting the peak current of a CV at a macroelectrode as a function of the scan rate, provides two slopes which are dependent on different functions of n and D. Additionally, by varying the rotation rate, valuable information on the kinetics of electron transfer (E) and chemical reactions (C) can be obtained, helping to identify multistep chemical processes by comparing experimental results with mathematical models for a specic reaction mechanism.
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While LSV is commonly used with RDE, constant potential techniques known as chronoamperometry (CA) can also be useful to measure changes in concentration. In a CA experiment, the potential is stepped to a value in the region of interest for a given redox process and then held for a specic amount of time. The region of interest at which the potential is held is typically one at which the current is in the limiting regime, where the current is limited only by the ux of the redox-active species to the electrode (see also Section 6). Since the limiting current in an RDE experiment is directly related to the concentration of a species in solution, it provides the ability to monitor the concentration of a species in real-time.
Case study 15: determining rate constants with rotating disk electrodes. Amatore et al. used chronoamperometry (CA) at a RDE to elucidate competing roles of hydroxide ions in Suzuki crosscoupling reactions (Fig. 16) . 57 The authors were able to measure the concentration of (Ph 3 P) 3 Pd(0) over time (Fig. 16b) , with a limiting current (i lim ) obtained upon completion of the reaction between Pd(II) species 13 and phenylboronic acid and full conversion to Pd(0). The data were plotted in the form ln x against time, where x is the fractional conversion of the reaction (Fig. 16b  inset) , to afford a linear graph consistent with a pseudo-rst order kinetic prole in the rate-limiting transmetalation step.
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Chronoamperometry was performed with varying amounts of the hydroxide base relative to the arylboronic acid substrate, resulting in a "bell-shaped" relationship between the reaction rate constant and the equivalents of hydroxide (Fig. 16c) . At low hydroxide concentrations, the reactive complex 16 is in low concentration and the reaction is slow. Conversely, at high concentrations of hydroxide the boronate complex 15 is formed, which almost entirely retards the reaction, suggesting that the boronate is unreactive in the catalytic cycle. The work provides strong evidence for the existence of a palladium-hydroxide species (14) in the dominant catalytic cycle, a result which has been corroborated by several alternative techniques.
59 This insightful work by Amatore et al. was followed with additional investigations combining CA and RDEs to determine the kinetic effects of varying the type of anionic base and countercation in the Suzuki reaction. 
Rotating ring-disk electrodes
Shortly aer RDE was invented, rotating ring-disk electrodes (RRDE) were developed.
61 This technique places a second working ring electrode outside of an inner working disk electrode (Fig. 17) . When products are formed at the inner disk electrode, they are immediately sent to the second ring working electrode. If the products of the reaction at the disk are electrochemically active, and long lived enough, they can be detected at the second ring, at which a different potential can be applied. By reducing the rotation rate of the electrode, the velocity of the products or intermediates arriving at the ring electrode is decreased. Consequently, more time is allowed for a subsequent chemical reaction (e.g., in an EC mechanism) and the limiting current of the reverse electron transfer will be reduced. The same is also true for increasing the distance between the disk and ring electrodes, although in practice the distance between electrodes is normally xed. The ability to simultaneously monitor electrolysis of substrates and products in this manner, alongside obtaining quantitative information on reaction kinetics, means that RRDEs can be used to investigate a wide range of chemical mechanisms.
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One such example of the utility of RDE and RRDE is to benchmark heterogeneous catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), 61b,63 since the absence of a homogeneous reaction allows the mass transport to be determined using Koutecký-Levich analysis.
4a ORR can either proceed through a two-electron pathway to form peroxide, or via a four-electron pathway which generates water. Using a RRDE allows detection and quantica-tion of peroxide generated in the ORR at the ring electrode, which enables determination of the number of electrons transferred (n), to demonstrate the relative catalyst efficiency for the two-electron pathway against the four-electron pathway. 
Microelectrodes
Microelectrodes (oen referred to as ultramicroelectrodes, UMEs) are electrodes with at least one dimension below 100 mm. They come in a variety of shapes and sizes, with the most common, and that discussed below, being a conducting disk in an insulating plane (Fig. 18a) .
65 While microelectrodes may appear merely as smaller versions of their larger 'macro' counterparts, their small size leads to characteristically different electrochemical behaviours, creating advantages far beyond measurement in smaller volumes.
The advantages of microelectrodes relative to macroelectrodes stem from differences in transport to and from their surfaces. While transport to macroelectrodes occurs perpendicular to the electrode surface (planar diffusion) and edge effects can be ignored, transport to microelectrodes is dominated by edge effects and species are transported to/from the electrode in all directions (radial diffusion) (Fig. 18b) . Radial diffusion leads to much higher mass transport rates and current densities, which facilitates the measurement of faster processes. This difference in transport is apparent from comparing voltammetry using a macro-and microelectrode (Fig. 18c) . As discussed in Section 2.1, cyclic voltammetry with a macroelectrode results in a peak current (i p ) followed by a diffusional tail, since the reactant has to be transported to the electrode from increasingly farther distances. In contrast, the constant ux to a microelectrode from radial diffusion results in a steady-state response with limiting current (i lim ), much like the limiting current observed with rotating disk electrodes (Section 5.1). Additionally, no peak is observed on the reverse scan since the product of the electron transfer diffuses away from the electrode.
In the presence of excess supporting electrolyte, the limiting current at a microelectrode is proportional to the bulk concentration of the redox-active species (C), according to eqn (5),
where a is the radius of the microelectrode. Unlike with macroelectrodes, it is of note that the limiting current of a microelectrode is not dependent on the scan rate, which simplies the measurement of concentration. Furthermore, experiments with RDEs require high dielectric constant solvents with excess supporting electrolyte to prevent high resistivity, whilst the convergent electric eld lines (giving rise to radial diffusion) and lower current with microelectrodes allow reliable voltammetric responses in low conductivity solvents such as toluene. This feature allows electroanalytical experiments to be conducted in a wider range of organic solvents, which is of importance when studying redox reactions such as photoredox catalysis. Case study 16: determining rate constants in nonpolar solvents with microelectrodes. As an example of using 17 Schematic for an RRDE, demonstrating the typical current response at the disk electrode for a hypothetical oxidation reaction, followed by subsequent reduction at the ring. Each set of curves is separately measured by holding the potential at one electrode constant, whilst sweeping the potential at the other electrode across a given range. The figure displayed is thereby a composite of these two sets of experiments. Red arrows in figure demonstrate the direction of the scans, positive current represents oxidation.
microelectrodes, in conjunction with their studies on transmetalation (Fig. 16 ), Amatore and Püger utilised a microelectrode to study the rate of oxidative addition of (Ph 3 P) 4 Pd(0) into p-iodotoluene, using toluene as a low dielectric constant solvent (Fig. 19) . 67 By measuring the limiting current, which results from the oxidation of Pd(0) as a function of time following the addition of the aryliodide, the variation of Pd(0) concentration over time could be plotted (Fig. 19c) . Comparing the rate constants obtained with a variety of para-substituted aryliodides enabled the authors to obtain a Hammett correlation with r ¼ 2.3 AE 0.2 (Fig. 19d) . Interestingly, this Hammett rho value was found to be largely independent of the polarity of the solvent, 68 indicating that the transition state of the oxidative addition does not possess signicant ionic character.
The proportionality in eqn (5) extends beyond just concentration; i lim is also proportional to the number of electrons transferred in the redox event (n) as well as the diffusion coefcient of the redox-active species (D). Therefore, knowledge of two of these parameters allows evaluation of the third. Additionally, following the application of a potential step, a large current is initially observed, before rapidly decaying to the steady-state response (limiting current). Since the time dependent i-t response and the steady state current have different dependencies on D and n, it is possible to determine D by recording the current following a single potential step experiment. 69 Knowledge of the diffusion coefficient itself is of signicant value in cases where dimers or other higher order complexes may be present.
Case study 17: determining the number of electrons transferred in a redox event. The groups of Baran, Minteer, Neurock and White used this process to measure the diffusion coefficient of the nickel precatalyst 19 in their electrochemical aryl amination (Fig. 20) , 39c and subsequently ascertained the number of electrons transferred in the reduction of the Ni(II) species. First, the current response of species 19 was recorded upon application of a potential step from a potential at which no redox occurs to a potential sufficient to reduce the complex at a diffusion-limited rate (Fig. 20b) . Plotting the variation of current with time (in the form i t /i lim against t À1/2 , Fig. 20c) gives a straight line with slope given by eqn (6),
With the value of D independently calculated by this method, the authors could then determine that the initial reduction is an apparent two-electron process using eqn (5), which would form the unknown species 20 as a Ni (0) intermediate. Since oxidative addition is postulated to proceed from a Ni(I) species, this suggests that comproportionation of Ni(II) species 19 and electrogenerated Ni(0) species 20 may lead to the active Ni(I) complex in solution.
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The experiments described above consider the situation in which there is an excess of supporting electrolyte. A unique, especially important and oen employed advantage of microelectrodes is the ability to study electrochemical reactions and mechanisms in the absence of any supporting electrolyte. When the supporting electrolyte concentration is lowered, the passage of current through the resistive solution creates an electric eld in the solution adjacent to the electrode. For a cathodic reaction (reduction), transport of cationic reactants is enhanced by electrical migration in the eld; thus, the limiting current of a positively charged reactant (A + ) will increase relative to the limiting current in the presence of excess supporting electrolyte ( Fig. 21a and b) .
71 If the reactant is neutral (A), the voltammetry displays the same limiting current with and without supporting electrolyte. Finally, in the scenario where the reactant in a cathodic reaction is negatively charged (A À ), a lower limiting current is observed in experiments without electrolyte.
Case study 18: determining the charge of redox-active species. As an example of the utility of this concept in transition metal catalysis, in extension to the study displayed in Fig. 20 , White and co-workers studied the two-electron reduction of the purported nickel(II) complex 19 with and without supporting electrolyte.
72 Surprisingly, it was found that the limiting current is higher in the absence of the electrolyte (Fig. 21c) , indicating that the complex undergoing reduction is presumably a cationic Ni(II) species, which does not match the supposed neutral structure of complex 19. Further studies to investigate the precise nature of the Ni(II) cationic species undergoing reduction are required, but this case study exemplies the utility of microelectrodes for probing the chemical properties of species in solution.
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is an electroanalytical tool that allows an experimentalist to position a microelectrode very close to the surface of a second electrode to probe reaction intermediates and/or image active electrocatalytic sites.
73 SECM combines the advantages of microelectrodes (see Section 6) with the ability to precisely position the microelectrode 'tip' between $10 nm and 200 mm from an interface of interest. In an electrosynthetic context, this interface is a second 'substrate' electrode (Fig. 22a) , where the faradaic current (electron transfer) at the tip functions to probe the concentration/ux of electroactive species. Necessarily, the electrode reaction produces a new species and so the tip can also be considered as a way to 'inject' a new species close to the substrate. Appropriate interpretation of the current map close to the substrate electrode gives mechanistic and kinetic insight into reactions and allows the detection of short-lived intermediates that do not make it into bulk solution. To date, while SECM has been used to determine mechanisms of a number of complex inorganic reactions, 74 its application in synthetic organic chemistry is essentially untapped.
Case study 19: determining concentration proles of species in solution. As an illustration of the utility of this technique, Amatore et al. used SECM to monitor the catalytic reduction of aryl halides mediated by benzophenone (Fig. 22b) . 75 The concentrations of electroactive species close to the substrate electrode are inuenced by the electrode redox reaction, further chemical reactions in the solution, and transport processes in solution (for schematic concentration proles, see Fig. 22c ). When benzophenone reduction occurs in the absence of the aryl halide, chemical reactions in the solution need not be considered. The concentration of the intermediate (benzophenone radical anion, 22) is highest at the electrode surface and diminishes towards bulk solution (Fig. 22d, closed black circles) , whereas the reactant (benzophenone, 21) displays the opposite trend, being lowest at the electrode surface (typically zero, when the reaction is transport-limited) and increasing to its bulk concentration far away. This control experiment provides information on how species are transported to/from the electrode.
With the introduction of iodobenzene 23, electron transfer from the benzophenone radical anion to iodobenzene decreases the concentration of 22, regenerates the reactant mediator and generates a new species (ArIc À ), which also diffuses away from the electrode. Subsequent cleavage of the carbon-iodine bond affords an aryl radical, which undergoes further reduction and protonation to yield the protodehalogenated arene. Electrochemical quantication of the product of the redox reaction (the benzophenone radical anion, 22) and/or that of any of the following reactions using the tip microelectrode creates a map of the species present at various distances from the electrode, as shown in Fig. 22d and e. Accordingly, it was found that the benzophenone radical anion 22 concentration decreases concomitantly with distance as it reacts with iodobenzene. Additionally, only when the benzophenone radical anion supplied at the electrode is exhausted does the iodobenzene 23 concentration increase above baseline, which occurs further from the electrode (within $50 mm, Fig. 22e ) with a 5 mM iodobenzene concentration than with 10 mM ($30 mm, not shown), as would be expected. With careful analysis, these concentration proles can be used to probe the mechanism and measure the reaction rate, and also to identify the presence of intermediates. Importantly, the creation of high concentrations of reactive intermediates close to the electrode as seen here must be considered when designing a synthetic electrochemical reaction, especially when compared with other methodologies, such as photoredox catalysis, which create uniformly low concentrations of reactive intermediates in solution. It is also of note that the steady-state diffusion reaction layer, which is formed by this catalytic mechanism, results in the plateau current response observed in a CV of this EC 0 system (cf., Section 2.4).
Converting concentration maps to a detailed mechanism oen involves creating a model describing the pertinent physical processes (reactions at the electrode/in solution, and transport) and comparing the results to those from experiments (see Section 9). In this process, physical parameters are determined from complementary experiments, and the expected results are calculated for a range of unknown values (e.g., varying the reaction rate). The results are then compared with experiments, with a good match implying a plausible scheme has been successfully determined. The physical model is adjusted to reect the chemical reactivity and can describe processes such as irreversible reactions, dimerisation, and disproportionation. 76 Li and Unwin applied these techniques to measuring the kinetics of electron transfer from a photo-excited *[Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ species at a liquid/liquid interface, 77 demonstrating the potential applicability to the eld of photoredox catalysis.
A powerful corollary of placing the tip electrode so close to the substrate electrode is that one can detect short-lived intermediates before they have the opportunity to react. The characteristic distance, L, that a species diffuses in a time t is given by eqn (7),
such that, for a typical value of a diffusion coefficient (D ¼ 1 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 ) and a tip positioned L ¼ 10 nm from a substrate electrode, the technique is sensitive to species with lifetimes in the order of t > 50 ns. Similarly, at a distance of 100 mm the technique is sensitive to species with lifetimes 8 orders of magnitude longer, showcasing the wide dynamic range of this technique. Case study 20: identifying very short-lived species in solution. An example of the observation of a short-lived species is the detection of the CO 2 c À radical anion reported by Bard and co-workers (Fig. 23) . 78 This radical anion dimerises to form oxalate (C 2 O 4 2À ) with a half-life of 10 ns and a rate constant of (6.0 Â 10 8 M À1 s À1 ), making this measurement inaccessible to many conventional techniques. When the SECM electrodes are separated by 0.5 mm, current at the substrate electrode was observed corresponding to re-oxidation of most of the CO 2 c À , which was generated at the tip electrode. However, upon increasing the separation of the electrodes to 10 mm, the substrate electrode current drops to zero as a result of complete dimerisation of the radical anion in the time taken to travel between the two electrodes. SECM is thus an effective way to identify and quantify the reactivity of highly reactive species with short half-lives in solution. 
Bipolar electrochemistry
One key constraint in monitoring reactions which are not electrochemical (such as photoredox catalysis, or other redox processes) with electroanalytical techniques is the requirement for large concentrations of supporting electrolyte which may not be present in the native reaction. As such, it's ambiguous whether the mechanism studied under an electroanalytical setting is also applicable to the mechanism in an alternative setup. In order to use a low concentration of electrolyte, electroanalytical studies may be conducted using a microelectrode (see Section 6). An alternative technique that may serve to overcome this issue is bipolar electrochemistry, in which bipolar electrodes (BPEs) are leveraged.
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A BPE generally refers to a conducting material in an electrolyte solution which, when exposed to an external electrical eld applied by driving electrodes, can facilitate both reduction and oxidation at differing positions on its surface (Fig. 24a) . A linear potential prole develops when the channel resistance or the solution resistance is high, separating a single BPE into cathodic and anodic poles. This can be achieved either by restricting the cross-sectional area of the solution (e.g., microuidics) or using a low conductive electrolyte in an open channel. The fraction of the potential dropped over a BPE (DU BPE ) can be estimated by eqn (8),
Reactions occur at the BPE when the magnitude of DU BPE provides sufficient overpotential to simultaneously reduce/ oxidise available redox species. Bipolar electrochemistry offers advantages in electrocatalyst screening by allowing arrays of multiple 'wireless' electrodes to be incorporated in a single device. For instance, it is reported that by using a BPE array, Crooks and co-workers were able to simultaneously screen 33 different heterogeneous electrocatalyst candidates in about 10 min, 80 a technique which could be applied to rapid screening and optimization in organic redox catalysis at a surface. Additionally, the interfacial potential difference is highest at the ends of the BPE, whilst attenuating gradually towards the middle, generating molecular gradients for material functionalisation. 81 Although BPEs have been investigated in the electrosynthesis of conducting polymers, 82 applications in organic synthesis remain rare, principally due to the difficulty of in situ monitoring of the current.
Case study 21: applications of BPEs in organic chemistry. To overcome this problem, Inagi and co-workers applied split-BPEs in a U-type cell such that the electrical current could be monitored (Fig. 24b) . 83 An insulator shielding wall was introduced in the middle of the BPEs to further augment the potential drop around the split electrodes.
84 This set-up enabled the optimisation of the oxidative uorination of triphenylmethane (Fig. 24c) . 83 Specically, the supporting CsF electrolyte (and F À source) could be used at concentrations of only 1 mM, whilst typically 100 mM or more supporting electrolyte is oen required. Conducting a reaction in a low supporting electrolyte concentration such as this could provide alternative options in both organic synthesis and analysis. 
Electrochemical simulations
In electrochemical experiments, the measured signal (e.g., the current as a function of voltage in CV) is frequently not the quantity of interest, and additional interpretation steps may be necessary to gain chemical insight. Sometimes interpretation is straightforward -a current can be related to the concentration of a species through a calibration curve (see Section 7), or an equation relating experimental and physical parameters may have previously been published. However, when neither is possible, modelling/simulation of the experiment offers a solution.
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In this context, we use modelling to mean the formulation of a physical description of the important phenomena occurring during an experiment. The model allows prediction of the experimental response as a function of the experimental conditions and physical unknowns. Comparison of real and simulated experimental results is performed, with a good match indicating that the model plausibly describes the experiment.
The particulars of the model depend on the experiment, but will frequently describe: reactions at the electrode surface and in solution, the geometry of the electrode, and the transport of species (diffusion/convection/migration). Descriptive parameters (reaction rates, transport parameters, etc.) may come from complementary experiments or literature values, but if a parameter is unknown it can be varied in the simulation to match experiment. When the mechanism is unknown, hypothesised mechanisms are simulated and the results compared to experimental results.
While forming a model may sound like a daunting task, fortunately, a number of soware packages exist in which the transport and other equations are inbuilt, as are the numerical algorithms required to solve them.
87 Additionally, many of the commercially-available potentiostats have integrated simulation and tting soware functions built-in. In the simplest case, modelling is reduced to describing the reactions and choosing the electrode geometry from a drop-down list. The output of the model extends beyond just the experimental measurable (current/voltage), to include quantities that would be challenging to attain experimentally, such as the concentration distribution of species as a function of distance from the electrode surface (see Fig. 22 ).
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It is important to note that when modelling, the output is only as good as the foundations (assumptions) upon which is it builtchemical knowledge is encoded into the model description. If none of the tested mechanisms t the data, or the data doesn't correspond to chemical intuition, then an alternative mechanism or other assumption is required. Moreover, if multiple models deliver predictions matching the experimental data, the model alone is insufficient to eliminate either possibility, and experiments to discriminate scenarios might be required.
Conclusions
The breadth of electroanalytical tools showcased herein provide a multitude of possibilities for investigating complex reaction mechanisms. Importantly, many of these versatile techniques can be simultaneously used for multiple purposes (e.g., determination of thermodynamic and kinetic properties) and are available with minimal experimental set-up required. Speci-cally, voltammetric techniques allow rapid determination of redox potentials, speciation, equilibria, catalysis and kinetics of intermediates that may otherwise be too short-lived to study by alternative spectroscopic techniques. In making a choice of a suitable electrode (macro-, micro-or rotating disk) for a desired measurement, it is important to consider both the timescale of the experiment and the conductivity of the solution (i.e., a microelectrode is required for low conductivity solvents). More sophisticated set-ups in spectroelectrochemistry, scanning electrochemical microscopy and specialised electrodes provide additional techniques to access the answers to key mechanistic questions, albeit with the caveat that they are not commonplace equipment in a synthetic laboratory. Where more detailed analysis of experimental data is required, simulations allow different mechanistic scenarios to be tested against experimental results.
Since this perspective is designed to provide case studies of mechanistic probes, detailed discussions of experimental setups and theoretical treatments of the techniques have not been included. For further reading, we direct the interested reader specically to the following key selected reviews and books:
CV basics and experimental set-up: ref. Whilst many of the reactions discussed are electrochemical in nature, it is important to note that these techniques can be applied to study mechanisms in alternative redox processes, including photoredox catalysis. To this end, we envision that electroanalytical tools will become commonplace in studying synthetic organic and organometallic reaction mechanisms in the near future.
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